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ABSTRACT
A brief account is given of the classical electron theory of anomalous dispersion and line absorption.

The oscillator strength, or f-

value, is introduced as the factor involved in taking over the results
of classical theory in a modern quantum mechanical formulation.

The

relation between f-values and the transi tion probabi lities of Einstej_n
is derived.
A summary of methods for experimental deterraination of f-values for
atomic transi t i ons is given, and in particular the method of total absorption is considered in

detail~

The equivalent width or total absorption

of an absorption line is defined, and the relation of t his to the oscillator strength of the line, the so-called curve of growth, qualitati vely
explained.
The laboratory apparatus used in the present investigation is described
in detail, as are the methods of obtaining and reducing the ex-perimental

data.
An account is given of unsuccessful experiments on the resonance lines

of Ca.

Absolute nf-vaiues obtained for three lines of Cr are reported, and

on the basis of unsatisfactory vapor pressure data, tentative absolute
f-values for these lines are assigned.
of the

N~

reliable~

Absolute f-vaiues for three lines

spectrum are reported, the vapor pressure data for Ni being
A conversion factor is obtained by which the relative gf-

values for Ni given by King may be reduced to an absolute scale.
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I. Introduction
The intensities of spectral lines from atomic and molecular sources
have been studied occas¢ionally in recent years, though the body of
data rela,ting to their wave-lengths is extremely more detailed and accurate.

From a microscopic viewpoint, this situation means that the atomic

energy levels have been located in considerable detail, and that atomic
transition probabilities between these levels remain to a great extent
unkn01m.

The practical difficulties of theoretical computation beset the latter
as well as the former;

hence transition probabilities are reliably known

from theory only for a relatively small number of cases (l).

The deter-

minations for heavy, complex elements in particular must be experimental.
In astronomy, the classification of stellar types is based principally
on their characteristic spectra, which differ considerably both in the
lines. present and in the obseE!Ved intensities of these lines.

Thus, while

the cons:tdLt uent elements of a star may be qualitatively determined from
its spectrum, quantitative study of the intensities of lines in stellar
spectra provides a tool for investigating the applicability of various
stellar models, and hence for studying both the prevailing physical
condit ions and the relative abundances of various elements in stellar
reversing layers.

Basic to all such quantitative investigations must be

information about the transi t ion probabilities among the energy levels of
the elements of astrophysical

interest~

Such information must be ob-

tained primarily by investigations in the laboratory under carefully
controlled conditionse

-2II~

Transition Probabilities

The notion of a transition probability between two stationary
states of an atom is perhaps best approached through the phenomeno-logical theory of Einstein ( 2).

Briefly, if "u.11 refers to the level

of higher energy, and ~ 11 to that of lower energy, we let A.tu.b!3 the
probability per unit time ths.t an atom in the upper state will spontaneously

11

jump" to the lower, emitting a quantum of frequency )} •

Planck's condition requires that

where

&-0

is the difference in energy of the two states.

If ilv

is the electromagnetic energy density per unit frequency range present
at the frequency )) , there will also be the possibility of absorption
of a quantum

hv

by an atom in the lower state.

This probability per

unit time per atom will be proportional to IJ.v , and will be denoted
by UYE3aL•

Einstein recognized that there must also be the inverse pro-

cess of induced emission:

that there will also be a probability per

unit time that an atom in the upper state will be induced to jump
to the lower (and emit a photon) by the presence of electromagnetic
energy density fl_y •

This latter we denote by IJ.vf!t({_.

By postulating

detailed balance in the equilibrium of atoms and radiation at temperature T, relations between these transition probabilities may now
be derived.
Under conditions of thermal equilibrium, the frequency distribution Uv of electromagnetic radiation is known from Planck 1 s radiation law.

Also, from statistical theory, if N0 is the number of atoms

per unit volume in the ground state (E;: O, unexcited), the number of

atoms per unit volume in a state of excitation energy E is given by
N0 (g/g 0 )exp(-E/kT).

Here g is the statistical weight (2J

+ 1)

of the

state, and expresses the fact that this state is in reality a degenerate
superposition of 2J

~

1 simple states.

Therefore the equation of detailed balance becomes

rp e ~tir(jJ) Bait = 7. e -FYierllv B,/u..

+ tj(,l e

-&/kr J\
llLa.

Substituting

and requiring the result to be true for all T, we obtain

~
III.

Ba.e :::: rt-a B,L!L.

= ~IL

A,LtL

c'3

(1)

°J3'iTh )) 3

Classical Theory of Dispersion and Absorption

Anomalous dispersion and line absorption are classically regarded
as due to resonance effects of the bound electrons in a medium traversed by light.

Considering such an electron as harmonically bound, sub-

jec-'c. to radiation losses, and forced into oscillation by the harmonic
electric intensity f:eiwtof th~ radiation, we can write
2 e.e
r - 301
c3r... +

woz r =

!!,
. c-.e iwt
/r./cr

(2)

The amplitude and phase of the resulting steady-state vibration are
then given by

//
I

e

:::

m

E

-

Wo ~-u.Jz + i 7 (A./t

This is a characteristic resonance curve of half-width

ze't.JoZ

7- 3 m C. '3 in

angular frequency0
Here we might recognize that E is the field intensity acting to
induce a dipole moment in the atom.

If this atom is part of an iso-

tropic polarizable medium, Lorentz has shown that the macroscopic E0

-4which would be measured in the medium is given by

c

E-

=

Lo

4ffP

3

'

where P is the polarization, or dipole-moment per unit

volume~

That is

P=/Ver,
where .JV" is the number of such dipoles per unit volume.

These relations

then lead to the expression for complex index of refraction
2

t1 == I

+ 4Tf "t!

JV'
I
/ + 41fe2
m
uJ/''-- uf' +i-Yw-~

8

11 :

,
J(°

(3)

Letting 11 =- f- l. k , where µ is interpreted as the ordinary index of
refraction and
the medium;

z~k

enters in the exponential law of absorption for

and further now assuming that l~o

and p.-1« I (which

means, physically, a rarefied medium whose absorption is small), one
can obtain t he classical dispersion formula

u- I = ~
r4-

z 'IT ez
m

~

CU;- -UJ

(4)

z

A summation has been introduced over the various resonances the atom
possesses:

each still characterized by an electron harmonically oscil-

ating.
IV.

Oscillator Strength...s.

The number JV: used above is, correctly, the number of harmonic
oscillators (of angular frequency cJ,. ) per unit volume.

This turns out

not to be equal to the number of excited atoms per unit volume N, but
rather we must set

_JV;

==

N Ir

'

where fr is called the oscillator strength of the transition giving
rise to the spectral line

Ar= 2r:J::

&

Thus equation (4) becomes

(5)

-5(6)

This result was verified in 1927 by Schrodinger and Heisenberg, using
the full apparatus of wave mechanics;

the expression for fr in terms

of the matrix elements for the transiti on is given in the Handbuch
arti cle of Bethe(3)e

In astrophysical work it has become customary to

use oscillator strengths rather than transi tion probabilities;

hence

we shall now give the connection between t hem.
V..

The Relation Between ;£-values

~

the Einstein P.oefficients (4)

In the neighborhood of a particular resonance UJo of a rarefied
medium for which

!J.-1 << /

,

µ-1

le

equation (3) may be separated to give
2 7T /'re

- m

277/~e

2

f.Uo ;?,-w

2

(UJ/3-u/)j- ru.Jz

2

m

(7)

YUJ

(u.J/'-w<:)F)' 2 UJ:z.

The equations of a monochromatic plane wave in this medimn are
_cuk,x

()_., e ~
a rn_,_1kz

nx)

w (t - --ze_4J,c,k-x Cl/o<.fu(t-- nzJ -P}
C#<L

The Poynting vector, averaged in time, is

5x

-=- fir Et f~

,c

=

'2.-

?Ji a lZ

e

Etvk x

---

,c.

This is the radiant power of angular frequency w crossing unit area
as a function of x, the penetration distance into the mediume
per unit cross

The power

Thus the power absorbed per unit volume of medium is

dSY- _
~

-

;t.

2 71JYez

m.c

~ rr~
=
since Uv=

Ci.J!) , and where Sx()I )

2

~

0.)

Jx(<·o

Sx (Y)

7(f f 8'2 ll.

is the 7;ower ;er unit area per unit

frequency range ( Bx()l )Jv=Sx(w ) dw )..

The same quantity is given

by the Einstein phenomenological theory:

- dSx.
d'i/ -- /\/Uv BaL h)}
and by comparison we obtain the relation

71

~eJ3, = N 4.t h V

And since f ==~/N

,
(8)

from (1).
It should be noticed that N as used above is the number of atoms
per unit volume which are active in the absorption process$

That is, if

the gas is in thermal equilibrium,

N= M f.e-'#r

<9l

The total number of atoms per unit volume of gas is

n = 4N. f

e_Q,4r

(10)

where the sum is taken over all the energy levels possible for the atom&
If the particular transition is a resonance transition from the ground

-7state, and if the ground state (E

= 0)

is well separated in energy

from the excited states (E1/kT>) l) then

N=~~n

(11)

and essentially all the atoms present are active in the absorption
process.

Also, in this resonance case, the lifetime of the state,

j , is simply given by

(12)

Methods Q£ Measurement of f-values

VI.

Although few f-values have been measured, a rather large number
of methods have been developed-=most of these having been used only on
the D lines of Na and the resonance lines of tige

These methods are

summarized by Mitchell and Zemansky( 5), and may be grouped in the
following rough classifications:
methods;

3, dispersion methods;

1, emission methods;

2, absorption

4, methods utilizing magneto-rotation;

and 5, depolarization methodse
1, emission methods.

These are essentially of two types.

The

first involves a colimated beam of excited atoms, which consequently
emit

charac~eristic

resonance radiatione

The intensity of this obser-

ved radiation falls off exponentially along the beam because of the
finite lifetime

:f of

the excited state.

If the velocity of the bea.m

is known, ]" may be estimated from intensity measurements.
The second emission method consists of observing the intensities
of emission lines from a sa.mple of gas which is in thermal equilibrium
at high temperaturee

These intensities are proportional to the Ein-

stein Ai~ ' and hence again the f-values may be computed (eq. (12)).

-8The measurement of intensity in absolute units presents many difficulties, but relative f-values of different transitions of the same

6

atom may be conveniently obtained by this method( ).
2, absorption measurements.

If radiation (which may be of a

resonance frequency, or continuous) is passed through a confined
sample of vapor which is kept at thermal equilibrium in an absorption cell, the resulting absorption lines may be studied in detail:
various methods involve measurements of the absorption coefficient at
the center of the line, in its wings, and also integrated over the line.
The method used in the present investigation was of this general type,
where the fractional energy removed from the continuum was determined.
It will be discussed in greater detail in the following section.

J, methods involving dispersion. In the extreme wings of an absorption line the effects involving an anomalous index of refraction
are much more pronounced than the slight absorption that may occur.
Measurements of dispersion in the wings (and also of normal dispersion
even farther from the line) can again lead to estimates of oscillator
strengths (see equation (6))&
Methods 4 and 5 involve the Faraday effect (magneto-rotation),
and the absorption and re-emission of resonance radiation (with consequent depolarization) in magnetic fields.

We shall not consider them

~

and f!g, resonance lines have

except to remark that, again, only the

been investigated, and that some of the observed effects are not in agreement with theory (see Mitchell and Zemansky(5), Chapter V).

-9VII.

~

Method of Total Absorption

Consider an optically thin, homogeneous layer of absorbing atoms,
of thickness ), •

If light from a continuous source of intensity J A0

(ergs per second per unit solid angle per unit cross section, in the
wave length range between
focuse~

Aand Atd:X)

be passed through the layer and

on the slit of a spectrograph, the resulting spectrogram will

show a continuum of uniform intensity crossed by absorption lines-regions of weaker intensity.

By suitable plate calibration, the area

under microphotometer tracings of these lines may be measured and
interpreted as being proportional to the integrated diminution in
across the line, resulting from the absorption of energy from the
continuum by the atoms compr ising the layer.
If the transmitted intensity J"X. is plotted against A , we obtain

Ji~
'A.
a plot of constant continuum height J 0

A

0 ,

",

showing an absorption line at

whose area we shall denote by J 0A"A ..

Hence A A is the equivalent

wave-length interval removed from the continuum by the absorbing layerQ
It is customarily expressed in Angstrom units, and is called the

11

equi-

valent width" or "total absorption" of the line .
Allowing for the geometry of the optical system and the continuous
absorption, scattering, etc., which will have occurred in its elements,
the illu:tnination of the slit will have an exactly similar spectral distribution, say KJA •
The "window curve" of the spectrograph is the result of the finite

-lQ..a

slit width and the imperfect resolution of the diffraction grating.

It

may be represented by an amplitude WA plotted against /\ , since the dispersion of a Rowland mounted grating is linear with distance along the
plate.

The "window" has an area C in Angstrom units.

The light intensity incident on the photographic plate is the
"fold" or convolution of these two curves, and has again the same
general characteristics:

~6-+i

L.

I 0 is proportional to J 0 and to C:

and also, since the area under the fold of any two curves is the product
of the areas under the separate curves, the observed tracing area is

L-L;_
=kl<J:A
C
2
0
"
A ,

•

The equivalent width of the line, AA. , is hence simply given by

A>-

=

(1--f) 1 .

<13)

It should be noted that AA. is directly obtainable from microphotometer
tracings of the plate, and does not require 1'-..nowledge of the instrumental
windowe

This is a very convenient feature of the method of total abso!'l'-

tion, and has been verified eArperimentally by

~J.inkowski(?).

If the incident continuous light be practically plane-parallel,
let Sx( :X) be the incident power per unit cross section in interval d'A .
The energy density in the layer will be

sxfc.

Assuming that all the

-11=
excited atoms Nl

in the optically thin layer are active in absorption

(picturesquely, none of them are shadowed by the others), the energy
absorbed per second per unit cross section will be livNiB".eU.,• Also
Sx ( /\J cl. /.. = c U.v d)} , hence U v-= ("A.2/ c2) Sx ..

Thus

A>--= h)) Ni B ~i

~: S~-:- Sx

- rre.z'Ak Ni f

(14)

mcz.

from (7) ..
Equation

(14) is of course an approximation based on the assump-

tion of optical thinness.

The exact functional dependence of AA on

Nl f is the so-called curve of growth (see, e. g., Unsold(S)).

For

small values of the equivalent width this functional relation is linear
as expressed by

(14). However with larger equivalent widths the absorb-

ing layer is no longer optically thin for wave-lengths near the center

of the line, and the absorption there is almost complete.

As a result,

the "growth" of the line with increasing N1 f becomes very slow, being
entirely due to the increased absorption in the wings of the line, which
have a Gaussian shape due to the so-called Doppler broadening of the
line.

This latter is due to the thermal motion of the atoms comprising

the absorping layer..

For very large values of N1 f, the extreme wings

of the line, which result from the natuxal resonance shape of the line
(see equation (7)) and from pressure effects, become of paramount impertance, and AA. then grows as the square root of Nl f

The method of total

9

absorption is applicable with accuracy only on the linear and lower Doppler
regions of the curve of growth, where pressure and natural damping eff'ects
are absent.
The method of total absorption, then, provides a convenient method
of obtaining atomic f-values from measurements of AI\

,

which are obtained

-12directly from microphotometer tracings of the spectrograph plates.
For relative f-values, in particular, the method is capable of considerable accuracy.

If, in this case, the lines to be compared are all

ground state transitions, N0 is the same for all, and the ratios of
the f-values are directly obtainable.

If some of the lines arise from

absorption by atoms in excited states, then care must be taken to
maintain thermal equilibrium in the vapor, so that N/N0 may be calculated from (9).

The method is also capable of yielding accurate abso-

lute f-values, provided the value of N can be determined.
In the present investigation the vapor was confined in a closed
cell, over the solid.

Care was taken that conditions of thermal equilib-

rium were maintained, and hence from (11), NQ = n =P/kT •

The last

equality follows from kinetic theory, where k is Boltzmann's constant,
and P is the vapor pressure of the solid at temperature T.

P is the

weakest link in the entire calculation, as reliable values of the vapor
pressure are obtainable for suprisingly few substances, and thermodynamic
calculations are unreliable.

An estimated error of 20% in reported deter-

minations of vapor pressure is quite common, and
best that can be found for any element(9)e

5%

error is about the

Hence the experimental re-

sults of this work will be reported first as the product nf, and then
second as f, where this latter is calculated using the best obtainable
value of P from the work of other investigators.
VIII.

Apparatus and Method

The elements to be studied were introduced into small quartz "pillboxes", 1 inch in diameter and

approximately~

inch deepe

This last dimen-

-13sion,

,£ , is the length of the column of absorbing vapor, is needed for

the reduction of the data, and was obtained by micrometering the end
plates of the absorption cell before they were welded onto the cylindrical side wall, and subtracting their thickness from the overall depth
of the completed cell5

These cells were equipped with a side arm and

stopcock, the side arm being somewhat constricted next to the cell so
that the cell could be completely sealed off after introduction of the
metal to be studiede

Each cell was baked out under vacuum and then,

argon filled, transferred to a "dry box 11 e

The dry box consisted of a

sealed plywood cabinet, with glass top, and rubber surgeon's gloves
projecting inward with which the contents might be manipi!Llated.

Dry

He was circulated through the box while the cell was being filled.

A

cleaned sample of metal was further mechanically cleaned (filed) inside
the He atmosphere, and a small amount of filings dropped into the celle
The cell was flushed· several times with the He, and then the stopcock
was closed.

The cell was then removed from the dry box, sealed onto

a vacuum system, pumped out to a pressure of less than 1 micron, and
sealed off at the constriction ..
The electric furnace in which the cell was then placed has been
(10)
described by King and Stockbarger
• The heating elements consisted
of two 10 inch concentric Alundum cylinders, wound with .020 inch
molybdenum wire.

The inner, or main, heating coil was continuously wound,

and in practice carried up to 7 amperes of 60 cycle a.c.

The outer coil

was wound for only about 4 inches on either end, and a center tap connection was made between these two windings;

hence independently variable

current was possible in each of the two sections of the outer coil.

The

-14heating coils were surrounded by two concentric nickel radiation shields,
and nickel shields with 3/8 inch holes were also mounted at either end
of the heating coils.

The absorption cell was mounted in an Alundum

capsule of about li inch diameter and 2 inch length.

The capsule com-

pletely surrounded the cell, except for 3/8 inch holes at either end.
This capsule was placed exactly in the center of the core of the inner
coil, with two identical but empty capsules spaced toward either end of
the core serving as axial radiation bafflese

A platinum-10% platin-

rhodium thermocouple, supported in a 6 inch length of small doubleholed ceramic thermoc ouple tubing, ran through small holes in one of
the end capsules and through one end of the center capsule, so that
the junction was about 1/8 inch from the end plate of the absorption
cell, and about

i

inch from its axis.

The two Alundum cores and surrounding nickel shields were supported on baked soapstone

piece~

at either end, and this entire structure

bolted to a brass bar which was clamped to the end plate of the furnace.
The electrical connections and thermocouple leads all passed through
this end plate, so the entire contents of the .furnace could be removed
merely by unsealing the end plate, clamping it in an exterior wooden
supporting cradle, and sliding the cradle directly out and away from the
furnace.
The furnace proper is a 6 inch steel pipe, 18 inches in length,
permanently closed at one end by a cast-iron cap, and flanged at the
other.

The end plate fits smoothly against this flange, and is sealed

with ordinary laboratory wax pressed into a v-groove around the outer
edge.

Both the cap and end plate carry water-cooled brass window holders

in their centers, and plane quartz windows were waxed onto these.

The

-15body of the furnace is surrounded by a copper water jacket, through
which water was circulated vigorously0
For the experiment it was desired to have thermal equilibrium over
the central region of the furnace occupied by the cell and the thermo=
couple

juncture~

This was insured by running preliminary tests in

which a movable thermocouple, controlled magnetically from outside the
furnace, tested for the existence of temperature gradients in this central region.

It was found t hat by maintaining a fixed ratio between the

currents in the two independent windings of the outer coil, variations
in temperature could be minimized to less than

it inches

in length~

t°

Ca over a region some

At the highest temperatures used in the Ni inves-

tigations this ratio was not tested;

however the cell and fixed thermo=

couple together only occupied some 5/8 inches in the center of the core,
so both temperature equilibrium and reliable temperature indication by
the thermocouple would seem to have been achievede
The furnace was evacuated to about 50 microns of Bg, by a Hypervac
mechanical pump.

This served to protect the heating coils from the

water and oxygen of the air, and also avoided extreme convection currents
which might otherwise have disturbed temperature uniformity inside the
furnacee

The pressure was checked with a McLeod guagee

The main coil required some 200 volts, after becoming heated, to
maintain a current approaching 7 amperese

This was delivered by a large

5 kva Variac transformer, through a 2 to 1 step-up transformere The
two outer coils were driven from a

t

kva Variac, and across one of them

a variable resistor provided means for varying the ratio of currents in
thems

A9 c. ammeters continuously read the current in each of t he three

-16windings ..
The thermocouple weld was made, and the thermocouple calibrated by
the National Bureau of Standards, from whom it received the designation
III-ld Noe 8095e
0

The calibration was guaranteed to less than 0.5° C..

0

0

0

from 0 to 1100 C. , and to not more than 2 at 1450 C.

During actual

exposlires, which ran as long as 15 minutes, the Variac settings had to
be manipulated continually to compensate for slow drifts in temperature.

Occas~ionally these drifts varied by as much as ~o C. on either side of
the temperature recorded, theugh they were held to less for most of the
exposure.

As a result, an overall probable error of l~ C. has been

adopted in the calculations.
The potential of the thermocouple was measured using a 15,000 ohm
Wolff potentiometer, a standard Eppley cell which was calibrated by the
standards laboratory of the Institute, and a Leeds and Northrup type R
galvanometer.

The cold juncture of the thermocouple was at room temper=
10

ature, which was recorded to 4
gave temperature readings to

c.

during each exposure.

This arrangement

t 0 c.

The continuous light source used for the Ca and Cr investigations
was a 1 kw, 30 ampere, 4-coil projection lamp, overloaded to around 33
amperes, operated by a d.c. motor-generator set through an adjustable
lamp bank.

About 15 minutes exposure of the photographic plate was re-

quired to record a continuum of proper density at 4200 Angstromse

For

the Ni investigations (at around 3400 Angstroms) a quartz, water-cooled
super high pressure tig arc lamp was used.

This lamp is similar in type

to the Bol lamp made by Phillips(ll), and was constructed by the Huggins

-17Laboratories, Menlo Park, California.

In the spectral region used,

10 minutes exposure gave a continuum of proper density.

The continuum

was crossed at the fig lines by regions of greater intensity, which
fortunately did not occur close to the Ni lines being investigated.
The light from the lamp first passed through a 60 cm. quartz
lens, then through the window in the f'urnace cap, through the several
3/8 inch holes to a focus approximately at the absorption cell.

Because

of the long focal distance and the several image stops, the light passing through the cell was very close to parallele

Emerging from the cell,

the light again passed through several 3/8 inch stops, through the window
in the :furnace end plate to a 40 cm. lens which again rendered it
convergente

slight~y

For convenience of physical arrangement the light beam was

then deflected by a front surfaced plane mirror, then made more convergent by another 40 cm. quartz lens, and thence to the small quartz collecting prism of the spectrograph.

This last made the beam vertical, and the

lamp image focused on the spectrograph slit directly below the collecting
prism.
The spectrograph used was the 15 foot vertical Rowland spectrograph
of the Mount Wilson Observatory.
has a dispersion of

1~86

A. per

In the second order, this instrument
mm~

Fine grain, high contrast plates

were used, both Eastman IV-0 and Cramer Contrast, the Cramer plates
being ultimately adopted because of slightly higher speed and greater
uniformity of emulsion.

These plates, 3 x 10 inches, were cut length-

wise, one half being used for the exposure, the other half for a calibration platee

The two halves were then developed simultaneously in D-19

developer.
The calibration plates were exposed for the same length of time as

-18the others to the light from a voltage-stabilized quartz Phillips ribbon
lamp, using a calibrated step-slit.
widths of known values.

The step slit had nine graduated

Microphotometer tracings of the calibration

plates then show nine successive degrees of photographic blackening,
plus tracings of clear unexposed glass and of complete blackness.
The microphotometer is that of the Mount Wils on Observatory.

It

records photographically the intensity falling on a photocell behind
a slit upon which is projected a considerably magnified transmission
image of the plate.

The gearing of the microphotometer was set at 100:1 ;

that is, the wave-length scale on the microphotometer tracing is 100 times
that on the plate.

On all tracings the directly measured quantities

were (1) the base width of the line, (2) the fractional darkening of
the plate at the continuum and (J) the fractional darkening at the apex
of the absorption

line~

The fractional darkening is the distance on the

tracing from the exposure to the clear glass, where the distance from
complete blackness to clear glass is taken to be 100.
IX.

Reduction of Data

For the tracings of the calibration plates, the fractional darkening was plotted vs. the logarithm of the step slit width.

The absolute

value of this latter is unimportant, as it is the slope of the resulting
curve which is characteristic of the plate, and which is required for the
subsequent reduction of data.
slit width (in mm . ) by log I •

We shall denote this logarithm of the step
If the conditions under which the plate

was exposed are constant, I is then proportional to the intensity of
light which fell on the plate, and hence to the quantities I in equation

(13).

-19=
The absorption lines appeared on the microphotometer tracings as
roughly triangular in shape.

Because other considerations precluded

their being too large (both for accuracy in reading from the curve of
growth and to avoid pressure broadening of the lines) they were usually
uncomfortably close in magnitude to the natural film density variations
due to grain.

This meant that no shape other than triangular could be

consistently applied, and their areas were calculated on that basis.
On each tracing of a line, three readings were taken.
r0

These were

the fractional darkening of the continuum near the line;

,

ra , the

fractional darkening at the apex of the triangular line; and finally b,
the width in mm. of the base of the triangle.

From the plotted calibration

curve for the plate, values of log I 0 and log Ia were then read.

The

antilogarithm of the difference of these is the ratio of the intensity
of light transmitted by the cell as the wqvelength of the center of the
absorption line to that transmitted a few angstroms away where there is
no absorption by the vapor.

One minus this ratio, multiplied by one-

half the base width in angstroms (because the line shape is roughly
triangular) is then the equivalent width of the line

Ar.. expressed

in

angstroms (see equation (13)).
A large graph was plotted of the expression given by Unsold (S)
for the linear and lower Doppler portions of the curve of growth:
2

A}../b.A.'D =
Here

c ::

koN J

r '

Vn

where ko ::

c
c + 3lf3
C ( I - 2!IT

~,z:;.~t> .

Also

C

3

- 4\fl+ + ....

~ A.D-= ~if* is

]

-

(l5)

the so-called

Doppler width of a line from a metal of atomic weight M, at temperature
T° K.

R is the gas constant$

for C <<. L

This relation of course reduces to (14)

From the experimental values of AA. , C was read directly from

=20-

this graph, and hence Nf immediately calculated.
The largest experimental random error is unquestionably that of
measuring the triangular areas from the microphotometer tracings.

In

practice each line was traced at least five times at five slightly differing positions on the plate.

Thus the grain 11 noise 11 on the five
~he five ratios Ia/I

tracings was different in each case.

sured usually agreed with a mean deviation of
average was adopted.

3%

0

thus mea-

or less, and their

Considerably larger scatter in the values of the

base widths b usually occurred, however.

This is undoubtedly due to

the grain noise, which makes it difficult to determine where, on any
given tracing, the sloping sides of the triangle should be ruled.
On a given plate, taken during a single furnace run, five or six
exposures were taken in succession at temperature intervals of about
10°

c.

All other physical conditions, such as slit width and spectro-

graph adjustments were kept constant.

Any given exposure showed from

three to five closely spaced absorption lines, for the elements Ni and
Cr investigated.

As has been remarked, each of these lines was micro-

photometered at least five times.

As a result, from one plate, some

75-150 measurable traces resulted.

The measurements of base width b

of all the traces from a given plate showed an unmistakable tendency
for the strong lines to have larger widths than the weaker.

This in-

crease amounted to around 15% from the weakest measurable (almost disappearing in the plate grain) to the strongest (well up on the lower
Doppler portion of the curve of growth).
this has been adduced.

No real physical reason for

The Doppler width for all the lines on a plate

(all taken at sensibly the same furnace temperature, at very slightly

-21-

differing wave-lengths) and the fixed instrumental broadening should
lead to the same base width in every case.

It was concluded that the

effect was spurious, and due to the confusion by the grain as to where
the sides of the triangles were ruled.

So all the measured base widths

for any given plate were averaged, and this average value of b adopted
in the computations of equivalent width for all the lines

appearing~

This value differed from the extremes by about 7%, indicating a probable error in the measurements of A A. of about 5%.
The values of Nf of all the lines of a given plate were obtained
from the curve of growth and, from (9) and (10) or (11), reduced to
values of nf.

Comparison of these yields the relative f-values for

the several lines studied;

and also these nf-values can then be used

to determine the constant A for the vapor pressure curve of the substance.
The usual form of the vapor pressure curve for sublimation of a
solid is

A/T

+B

This yields

and hence we may set

(16)
Hence from the present data the value of A may be determined from the
plot of nfr vs. l/T.

This provides a check, at least, on the vapor

pressure data which must be adopted from the work of other investigators
to arrive at the final absolute values of the oscillator strengths$

-22X. Calcium
The abundances of the alkali earths, Mg,, Ca, §r and Ba are of
considerable interest astronomically, and the original object of this
investigation was to obtain absolute oscillator strengths for some or
all of their resonance transitions@
These elements are all characterized by a spectrum of singlet
and triplet terms, since they each have two optically active electrons.
The transitions which it was pr oposed to study were those from the
1
gr ound state s0 to the first excited states 1P1 and 3p1
The relaQ

tive oscillator strengths of these transitions are known in some cases,
a.11d lifetime measurements have also led to estimates of absolute f-

values <12) (l3) (14) e

The vapor pressures of these elements, especially

that of Ca(9)(l5), are known with considerable precision, and hence
the determination of absolute f-values by t he method of total absorption should be feasible.
One difficulty is that the vapor pressures are inconveniently
large l As a result, the work must be done at relatively low temperatures, from 200 to 500°

c.,

in order that the observed equivalent widths

remain on the linear and lower-Doppler portions of the curve of growth.
These low temperatures in turn mean that the Doppler widths of the lines
are small;

hence from equation (15) the equivalent widths on the lower

portion of the curve of growth are of the order of lo-3 A.

A line with

an equivalent width of lo-3 A. is barely detectable on fine grain plates
in the second order of the 15 foot spectrograph.

One method of improving

this situation was to construct the absorption cells with l as small as
possible--thus permitting a somewhat larger value of n, and hence allow=

-23ing the use of a somewhat higher temperature.
The first, and tYPical, alkali earth to be studied was calcium,
both because its vapor pressure was fairly well established, and because
its resonance lines lie in the visible spectral region.
were constructed from pyrex glass.

The cells used

The handling of the metal in filling

the cells was particularly important, as Ca reacts v iolently with oxygen, nitrogen and water.
After

consider~ble

preparations for the experiment were ma.de, it

was discovered t hat Ca also reacts with both glass and quartz, apparently

reduci~.g

the Si in them, which appears as a brownish-black opaque

st~in

on the inside of the cell.

This reaction, which occurred at about

450° c.~just under the required temperature range=~meant that the experiment was unsuccessful for two reasons.

First, the existence of such a

reaction indicates a transfer of atoms occurring in the tube between
the solid Ca and the walls, and hence that a true equilibrium vapor
pressure has not been achieved (the vapor pressure measurements on Ca
were taken with the vapor confined in a non-reacting iron tube);

and

· second, the rapid darkening of the tube walls precluded the satisfactory exposure of the spectrograph plate.

On only one exposure talcen

was a Ca resonance line barely visible, and this plate, which required
a 30 minute exposure, was badly underexposed!
Several of the absorption cells used were at first heated higher
than 500° c. without darkening occurring.
absorption lines.

These cells also showed no

When, however, the temperatures were raised even

higher, opacity suddenly

occurred~

This phenomenon was ascribed to

surface impurities on the solid Ca which initially hindered its evaporation$

-24At the suggestion of Professor W. R. Smythe, the inside surfaces
of the windows of several tubes were vacuum coated with CaF2 by Mr. D.
O. Hendrix of the Mount Wilson Observatory before the cells were constructed and filled.

It was hoped that this coating would isolate the

Ca vapor from the glass walls and prevent the darkening reaction.

In

most cases this coating had no noticeable effect on the darkening, but
in several an annular ring around the outer edge of the coated window
remained cl earer than the rest of t he window and the side wall of the
cell.

This was thought possibly to be due t o the local searing of the

coating in this region when the coated window was welded to the cylindrical side wall.

Therefore several coated windows were then heated

uniformly, and in one case actually melted on a graphite form, before
the welding.

However, these cells gave no better results than uncoated

ones.

On one cell the darkening appeared to have spread upward from the
solid Ca, and the possibility was considered that the reaction was not
primarily with the vapor, but rather a spreading over the surface of
the glas s from the solid Ca.

To test this a cell wi th a small side arm

or appendix was constructed, and the Ca dust confined in the appendix.

On heating, the appendix was completely darkened--the windows remained
clear--but no absorption lines were observable.

This was interpreted

as evidence that an equilibrium distribution of vapor was not attained-=
the atoms reacting with the walls and not re-evaporating into the vapor
phase.
The conclusion reached from these investigations was that the
present method of total absorption is inapp+icable to these highly active

-25substancese

Two alternatives which might offer more promise are:

first, the measurement of the total absorption of a beam of Ca atoms,
if the density of atoms in the beam could be determined.

The present

method depends on the establishment of an equilibrium vapor pressure to
determine this density, and this equilibrium is upset by any reactions
taking place that involve a unidirectional transfer of atoms.

Second,

if a convenient method could be developed to seal non-reactive windows
(of, say, CaF ) onto iron tubes, the equilibrium pressure method might
2
again be employed. The resu.lts of Brice(l6) indicate that this latter
possibility is somewhat unlikely.
XI. Chromium
Experimental work has been done on the vapor pressure of chromium
by Baur and Brunner (l?), and an extensive catalog of relative f-va.lues
for Cr transitions is being obtained from electric resistance furnace
measurements by Mr. Armin Hill of the California Institute of TechnolTherefore absolute determination of oscillator strengths for a

ogy~

few Q!: transitions should be possible and these would be of value in
reducing Hill 1 s catalog to an absolute base.
Chromium has a strong resonance triplet in the visible which was
easily and consistently observable in absorption at temperatures around
1150°

c.

These three transitions are a7s 3 -z7p~, ,

are respectively 4290, 4275 and 4254 Ae

34

, whose wave-lengths

The statistical weights of the

upper states of this triplet are respectively 5, 7, and 9, and that of
the ground state 7.
The chromium was confined in a quartz absorption cell because of

the high temperature

required~

A small amount of distillation of Cr

to the cell walls was noticeable after repeated heatings, but no other
change appeared to occur, and the results were reproducible wit hin the
limits of random errorG
The results to be reported were all derived from one plate, taken
during one furnace run.

This plate carries five exposures, at temper-

atures ranging from 1137! ° C,, to 1164° Ce

Each exposure shows the Cr

triplet, and each of these 15 recorded lines was microphotometered five
timese

The relative f-values were computed at each temperature.

had about a

3%

average deviation from exposure to exposure.

These

Their

averages were in the rati o .56:.79:1.00 , which is within two percent
of the 5:7:9 ratio of their statistical weightse

This ratio is also

confirmed by the work of Hill.
The ground state of Cr is simple, and well separated from t he
first excited state, hence from equation (11) N

=n.

As a result,

values of nf were obtained directly from the curve of growth and are
shown plotted vs. T in Figure 1 .

The general trend of the curves for the

three lines shows the increase of vapor pressure with temperature, and
the scatter of points is indicative of the random errorse
In Figure 2, the quantity nfl' is plotted vs. l/T0

Fairly straight

parallel lines for t he three transitions (corresponding to three differ=
ent values of f) result, and their slope may be read from the curve.
This is A, from equation (16), and for it we thus obtain the experimental
value -14000° K.
The vapor pressure equation arrived at by Baur and Brunner(l'l) is
log Pmm = -10220 + 6.,491
T

,
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=29while if the expression semi-theoretically derived by Kelley(l5) is
plotted for this temperature range, it is seen to correspond roughly
to a value of A = -20000.

Hence the temperature dependence of n

according both to Baur and Brunner and to Kelley is incompatible with
the present data.
There is, furthermore, a large difference in the order of magnitude of n as computed from these two sources.

At 1150° Ce Baur and

Brunner measured a pressure corresponding to n of the order of 101 5
atoms/cc.,, while calculations based on Kelley 1 _s work give n to be of
the order of 101 2 atoms/cc.

Thus, if Baur and Brunner's data were

adopted, the f-values for these strong resonance transitions would be
of the order of

io- 5,

which is impossibly small$

It was concluded that the data of Baur and Brunner are incorrect,
and, for lack of better, the absolute f-values for the three transitions
tentatively calculated using the vapor pressure expressions given by
Kelley.

The results of this calculation are shown in Figure 3.

The

horizontal lines in that figure are drawn through the average f-values
so calculated.
f(4254)

These are:

=~0122 ~

f (4290) • .0068 , f (4275)

=

~0097

, and

Their relative values are within 2% of 5:7:9.

System-

atic deviations of the points at the lowest temperature again emphasize
that the experimental A from t his spectroscopic work is not in agreement
with that derived by Kelley.
These absolute f's, then, partake of only a provisional validity
because of the uncertainty as to the vapor pressure of chromium.
values of nf, which are good to a

probabl:~

The

error of around 7%, can be

reduced to absolute f-values when further work is done on the vapor

-30-

pressure.

These are reported in Table 1 and plotted in Figure 1.
XII.

Nickel

The relative gf-values for some 134 lines in the near ultra-violet
spectrum. of Ni have been reported by R. B. King(lB), who also includes
for comparison on the same relative scale some 50 measurements of arc
emission intensities by H. van Driel(l9).

Rather large deviations

occur between the two, which King remarks are probably due to his
inherently less accurate absorption measurements.

On the other hand

van Driel's arc measurements are open to serious question because of
the probable occurrence of self-reversal--this latter being almost
inescapable in the case of strong resonance lines observed in emission.
The vapor pressure of Ni has been calculated by Kelley, principally on the basis of work by Jones, Langmuir and Mackay( 20).

More

recently, the vapor pressure has been redetermined by Johnston and
Marshal1(2l), whose values of n (near 1300° C.) are about 2/5 those of
Kelley.

The work of Johnston and Marshall was done in the General

Electric laboratories, agrees well with the original data of Jones,
Langmuir and Mackay, and appears very reliable.
error at no more than

They estimate their

5%.

The nickel used in the present work was electrolytically purified,
and showed no traces of impurities in an arc spectrun1.

In the absorption

spectruni, however, where the metal was confined in a quartz cell, the
resonance absorption lines of both Na and

!Yf..

were

detectable~

The vapor

pressures of both these elements are quite high, and the fairly weak absorption lines which they gave at around 1300°

c.

showed that they were

6.. 55

6.,28

\ 4254

5.,26

4.14

5.,67

4.,93

:A. 4275

x

2.74 x 1010

10
4.05 x 10

3.,86

1423

1436

:\ 4290

1016

1437

TABLE 1

5.,40

4e02

2.84 x 1010

1423

4.,47

3.53

2.,4.2 x 1010

1410.,50 K..
n

w
~

-33present in sub-microscopic amounts, which would not influence the vapor
pressure of the Ni.

It is of interest to note, however, t hat absorption

spectra from confined samples thus seem to be an even more delicate test
for sub-microscopic amounts of volatile impurities than the

mo~e

custom-

ary arc emission spectra.
At the elevated temperatures used for the nickel measurements, some
difficulty was had wi th the quartz absorption cellse
vitrified, and became milky after one or two heatings.

The quartz deEven on the

best plates obtained, the density of the continuum was noticeably l ighter
on the later exposures.
The thin side walls of the nickel=filled cells also tended to
expand plastically at these high temperatures.
spherical when heated to around 1360°

c.

One cell became almost

The f-values obtained from this

run, which included six exposures starting at 1319° Ce and ending at 1255°

c.,

appeared to decrease uniformly with with temperature to a value almost

half the original (hence, increase with time to value twice that first
obtained).

This was apparently because the data was reduced on the

assumption of a constant path length, while the path length actually
increased as the cell expanded.

All data from this cell were discarded.

The r eason for such a high internal pressure in the cell (the furnace
proper was only evacuated to around 50 microns) was pr obably a very slow
leak, which allibwed some air to be trapped in the cell between heatings.
Fortunately the presence of non-reacting gasses has no influence on equivalent widths on the linear and lower-Doppler pprtions of the curve of
growth.

The last cell used, from which the data to be presented was ob-

tained, was not taken higher than 1310°

c.,

and while it became somewhat

-34=
miDcy, it did not swell appreciably.
The three Ni lines which were investigated arose from the transitions a3n 3 ~z5F4 A.3461.7 , a3D

-z3P4

\ 352405 , a3D =z3F4 A.3414.8 .. The
3
3
statistical weight of the lower state of these three lines is 7. Two

other Ni lines appeared very faintly on the exposures taken at the
highest temperature.

These arose from the transitions a3D -z3n~ A3393.0

3

4

and a3F -z3D~ A.3.369 .. 6 •

Nickel does not possess a simple, well isolated ground state$

It

has, rather, some seven closely spaced low levels, over which a summation
must be taken and introduced into equations (9) and (10) to compute the
fractional population of a state such as a3D • These low~lying levels,
3
together with their excitation energies expressed in wave numbers are
given in Table 2.
N

=,.2821 n

For example, at 1282° C., (9) and (10) lead to

for the state a3n •
3

TABLE 2
a3F
4
a3F
3
a3F
2
3
a D
3
a3D
2
a3D
1
1
a D2

o.oo

cm.-1

1332 .. 15
2216 .. 55
204.82
' 879.82
1713.,11
3409 .. 95

The nickel data that were obtained agreed with the vapor pressure
curve given by Johnston and Marshall.

The results from one plate are

~35-

shown in Figure 4, in which f is plotted vs. T for the three observed
lines.

The horizontal lines shown in this figure represent the average

f-values derived.
and f(.3414.8)

These are:

=.0171 •

f(3461.7)

= .0093

, f(3524.5)

=.0183 ,

The overall probable error for these f-values,

considering the 5% probable error reported by Johnston and Marshall for
their vapor pressure data, is something like 10%.
King reports relative gf-values for these three lines of 2400,
5500 and 4500 respectively, while he gives the relative gf-values of
van Driel on the same scale to be 3560, 5810 and 5270.

A least square

fit of the new absolute values to the relative values of King for these
three lines results in the conversion factor 2.55 x io-5

± . 12 x 10-5 •

This number, multiplied by any one of the relative gf-values of King 1 s
table, should then give the corresponding absolute gf-valuee
The three experimental absolute f-values derived in the present work,
multiplied by 7 (g for a3n ) and divided by 2e55 x io= 5 , give respec3
tivly 2550, 5020 and 4690 as the new relative gf-values on King's arbitrary scale.

These compare well with King's previous results, and differ

considerably and systematically from those of van Driel.,
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